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On hillsides the carriage-ways are laid at different levels, with slope
centre strip, or on steep hills with a retaining wall between.
The edges of the centre strip and outer margin are metalled from
16 to 40 in., these extra strips are called " bankettes ". Where
possible 13-ffc. outer strips of land were acquired for tree-planting;
it was considered that three rows of trees in the centre strips would
prevent " glare ". Parking places are provided at points of special
interest. Generally speaking, the landscape work has been most
successful.
(b) Sight Distance and Curves. The horizontal and vertical curves
are based on calculations of average braking distances assuming a
coefficient of friction of 0-4-0-5 and allowing for drivers' reaction
time.
The minimum radius, B, is about 1,150 ft ; between this radius
and about 1,800 ft. the transition curves are of the compound type,
the larger radius being 2.R. (see Fig. 19a).
Vertical and horizontal curves were carefully designed to give
ample sight-distance; the graph showing the relations between
vertical curves, sight-distance, stopping space, is given in Fig. 36 ;
braking distances were calculated for theoretical speeds up to 125
m.p h. on level sections and on 3% gradients.
A braking distance of 1,000 ft. on flat section is taken as the nor-
mal clear view; in some cases a distance of 650 ft. was adopted.
Most of the road surfaces were of two-course concrete paving,
8-10 in. thick, unremforced and laid upon waterproof paper. The
centre longitudinal joint was formed by an inset at the bottom, with
a groove cut in the top of the slab after the initial set. Transverse
joints of special bituminous filler were placed at intervals of about
60ft.
Segmental sett paving was used in hilly districts and for all loop
roads and acceleration lanes.
A variety of grade separations were used, including " trumpet "
and other designs in vogue in America; examples of these are shown
in Figs. 71 and 72.
It has been pointed out that some of the vertical and horizontal
curves were not successfully co-ordinated; possibly this was done
for reasons of economy.   The system includes many bridges of
* concrete masonry and steel, a large number of which have a bold
and pleasing appearance.
<e Fly-onr " Junctions or Grade Separations.
It is clear that for motor-ways, where two important busy roads,
with relatively high-design speeds, intersect/it is desirable to carry
one road over the other by bridging and connecting ramps. If it is
not expedient to construct the " fly-over " immediately, provision

